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Live Polling and Q&A
with Slido in Webex
Create interactive, inclusive and
insightful meeting experiences
Have you experienced a meeting that felt like a one-way
street? The main speakers are droning on and you have
no practical way of interacting with others aside from
the chat? Unsurprisingly, this ends up being a majority of
meeting experiences. Not with Webex.

In Webex, meetings become a two-way street using live
polling and Q&A with Slido. Slido includes a diverse set
of polling options and Q&A features that create the most
interactive, inclusive and insightful meeting experiences.

Live Q&A

Live polling

Collect

Word clouds

Moderate

Multiple choice

Participants can send in questions live during
the meeting.

Review incoming questions and filter to address the
most relevant.

Categorize

Organize questions by categorizing them with labels.

Democratize

Let participants upvote other’s questions.

Respond

Answer questions yourself or allow everyone
to respond.

Display answers in a cloud formation and see what’s
most popular.

Capture everyone’s responses quickly with
predefined options.

Open text

Allow everyone to type in custom answers
or comments.

Ranking polls

Let everyone rank options based on their
preferences.

Quizzes

Test everyone’s knowledge live with a timer and
leaderboard.

Rating polls

Let everyone rate anything—meetings, topics,
decisions, etc.
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Create meaningful engagement,
foster an inclusive culture,
and build stronger connections.
Benefits
Interact with paricipants at scale, confirm
participants’ understanding, and streamline
decision making.
•
•
•

Interact with participants, whether in the office or 		
remote, before, during and after meetings
Confirm participants’ understanding of the meeting
topics and address any areas of uncertainty
Streamline decision making by crowdsourcing ideas
from everyone and ensuring quick alignment

Facilitate team bonding, create transparency,
and build trust.
•

Facilitate team bonding by allowing everyone to
get to know their colleagues and coworkers better

•

Create transparency across the whole company
by enabling anyone to ask and answer questions

•

Build trust between leaders and employees by
allowing them to ask any questions and address the
most critical ones

Democratize discussion, empower everyone,
and listen to improve.
•

Democratize discussions by allowing
participants to view and upvote each other’s
questions

•

Empower everyone by creating a safe space for them
to ask and answer questions anonymously

•

Listen to improve decision-making by
collecting feedback from everyone, not just the most
vocal participants

Get in touch with us to improve your meetings with Slido
Please visit webex.com/contact-sales.html
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